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2014 PLAYOFF CREW REMINDERS 

Referees:  Arrive on time. 

 

Be sure to contact the school you are going to be there. 

 

Remind crew of their appearance. 

 

Start the game on exact start time. 

When you meet with the visiting coach remind him to tell his players to stay 

off the center logo – just report to their sideline prior to kickoff. 

Conduct the best pre-game you have ever given. 

 

Inspect the playing surface and surroundings. 

 

At the coin toss emphasize sportsmanship.  If the toss winner defers, signal 

that immediately.   

Give the same ready signal on the kickoff that you use throughout the 

game. 

 

Always stop the clock when ball is dead no matter who else stops it. 

Penalty administration:  Dead ball foul, give prelim and announce at the 

same time.  Live ball fouls, give the prelim, get options then signal penalty 

and announce at same time.  DO NOT ANNOUNCE NUMBER 111 

On plays from snap, see the snap and QB.  Watch initial blocks opposite 

your position.  Be ready to cover sideline plays and assist umpire in 

spotting ball when possible. 

 

Measurements:  NEVER MOVE BALL THEN MEASURE !  If you need to 

measure signal chain crew in with two arms. 

 

Watch the passer after he has released the pass until he is safe. 
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If the pass is deep and incomplete have a system to get it relayed back to 

the previous spot.  KEEP BALL OFF GROUND ON EXCHANGES!   

On kicking plays, see the kicker’s foot hit the ball, see any potential illegal 

contact, announce “the ball is away”.  Be alert of the flight of the ball and 

move over behind kicker to give deep official a good out of bounds spot.  

Do not be a ball watcher however. 

 

Remind the BJ he has whistle on tries and field goal attempts. 

Record all timeouts and ball status at quarter changes.  If there is radio and 

a timeout is called, give 60-seconds till the ready. 

Prior to game, at half time if teams use same entrance have officials there 

to prevent problems. 

 

Be sure to review overtime procedures in pre-game.  We start on the 20-

yard line.  3 minutes, 2 minutes, 2 minutes until we get a winner.  Time to 

change possessions shall be no longer than what you permit during regular 

game play. 

 

 

Umpires:  Check equipment and legality of pads, bands, etc. 

 

Be sure pylons are placed correctly when you inspect the field. 

 

When obtaining captains for the coin toss, ask them what options they are 

going to request.  Witness coin toss and record winner and choices.  Be 

sure all officials get this information. 

 

On kickoffs watch for any unusual strategy by kicking team (did you discuss 

this in pre-game?). 
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Cover your sideline all the way to the goal  (FADE AND FOLLOW).  Mop 

up on plays away from you.  If dead ball spot is away from you continue to 

officiate on your way there. 

 

Check with snappers as to how they want the laces. 

Have previous spot indicator and reset each play. 

 

Know the number of the down and indicate same to your crew.  Count the 

offense, and five 50-79. 

 

Take a quick look at mouthpieces and chin straps. 

 

Officiate the point of attack between offensive ends and stay out of the 

way. 

 

Check for chop blocks and BBW on perimeter and offensive backfield.   

 

Continue talking to players during dead ball intervals.   

When there is a scrimmage kick, expect the unexpected.  Protect the 

snapper when K is in a legal scrimmage kick formation. 

When fouls are called gather up the captains.  Listen to referees 

explanations and know which team fouled and where enforcement spot is, 

either previous spot, end of run, spot of foul or a tack-on. 

For measurements be at the dead ball spot. 

 

Mark you card for all timeouts, and quarter changes. 

 

Just before end of period take charge of viewing clock when facing it.   

 

Always be cognizant of front stick position. 

 

Don’t be shy about going into side zones to assist in relaying balls 
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Wings:  In Pre-game.  Linesman, check chains and crew and tape middle 

of chain.  Review motion, illegal formations and shifts.  Review eligibles 

covered up. 

 

Field inspection; you may have to move sideline yard line markers off the 

field by about 5-yards. 

 

Start wide on or outside sideline and move in when play goes away. 

 

Know number of down. 

 

Make sure the offensive formation is legal.  Get this cleaned up early. 

 

Know the offensive formation. 

 

Know your eligible numbers. 

 

Read and react to keys.  Always look inside to nearer tackle. 

 

Drift downfield and be ready to come back to assist if passing play breaks 

down. 

 

L-off spots and do not move in immediately but let action die down. 

 

Line Judge, you always know where the front stick is. 

 

Assist back judge in removing balls from field. 

 

On plays out of bounds, stop clock before you get to the spot. 

Penalties:  Cover flags if possible.  As umpire administers penalty, 

Linesman get to succeeding spot and Line Judge keep the enforcement 

yard line until you are sure the new spot is correct. 

Always know how many timeouts each team has, the down and distance 

and time left in period. 
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Back Judges:  Have the correct time. 

 

Coordinate counting the defense. 

 

Instruct ball persons. 

 

On kickoffs, back judges inform the kicker to remove tee after play ends.  

Have a bean bag ready for possible short free kick. 

 

Be prepared to have good ball exchanges.   

Scrimmage plays:  Count the defense, be aware of down and distance, 

know offensive formation and observe action against wideouts and by 

wideouts. 

 

When pass is thrown, especially deep, move in direction of pass but do not 

get too close. 

 

When you have a play where it is “you-ball-receiver” know what is going on 

and watch ball if on the sideline.  The wing will have the feet. 

 

Whenever you have a dead ball in your area, continue to officiate and don’t 

rush in unless there is a problem. 

 

Help on plays ending close to the front stick – “it is close”. 

 

You and your referee have coordinated coverage on plays going out of 

bounds.   

Scrimmage kicks;  expect the unexpected.  See the ball in possession of 

the receiver, remind yourself of momentum and mop up when return gets 

down field from you.  
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Non-scoring kicks are dead as soon as they break the plane of R’s goal 

line. 

 

After punt or interceptions and ball is dead, signal new direction.   

Always know clock status and 25-second clock operation. 

 

On measurements hold ball if needed otherwise get new ball ready at the 

spot or hash. 

 

Mark you card for each timeout and quarter change. 

 

During quarter change you have Linesman’s team huddle. 

 

Know where the goal line is and communicate with wings. 

 

Mirror time out signals. 

 

Never get beat deep. 
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